Proven
bioavailability today
A healthy herd tomorrow.

Thirty years of compiled research shows that target
absorb SQM trace minerals in ample quantities and
concentrations. The key to this bioavailability is
SQM’s PolyTransport technology.
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Created from a custom blend of polysaccharides,
PolyTransport technology forms a protective
escort around SQM trace minerals. This escort
shields the minerals from digestive damage until they
can be absorbed and used by the animal.
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You’re feeding trace minerals. Are they getting used?
Are they getting past the rumen, into the small
intestine where they can be absorbed and make
a difference? They are if you feed SQM organic

With SQM™ PolyTransport™
technology, trace minerals
get used, not wasted.

trace minerals.

SQM’s bioavailability is proven.
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The value of reproductive performance.
Consider the value of more first-service conceptions:
each 21 day cycle represents a 42-pound weight gain per calf.

Effect of mineral source on days to conception
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Thirty years of compiled research shows that target tissues
absorb SQM trace minerals in ample quantities and
concentrations. The key to this bioavailability is
SQM’s PolyTransport technology.
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Created from a custom blend of polysaccharides,
PolyTransport technology forms a protective
escort around SQM trace minerals. This escort
shields the minerals from digestive damage until they
can be absorbed and used by the animal.

(DiCostanzo et al, 1990)
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Body weight by period

Better mineral absorption
means less waste in
the environment.

Body weight, lb
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BCS by period
Body condition score
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SQM is a better value than other organic trace minerals. The average
cost is very competitive, and with SQM, you get proven bioavailability
and the benefits of trace minerals for a solid return on your investment.

Effect of zinc source on hoof health

Hoof Status
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The value of reproductive performance.
Consider the value of more first-service conceptions:
each 21 day cycle represents a 42-pound weight gain per calf.
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Lower score indicates better hoof quality
(Kessler et al., 2003; Live. Prod. Sci.)

With SQM PolyTransport Technology,
animals get the trace minerals they need
to ward off problems, stay strong in harsh
conditions and realize their potential.

Talk to your nutritionist or supplier, or
call 1.800.328.5870 ext. 222 to speak with an
SQM representative.

SQM is part of the animal nutrition line of products from Quali Tech,
services that help plants, animals, people and the environment thrive.
318 Lake Hazeltine Drive
qualitechco.com

Chaska, MN 55318

USA

